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Digital Nomad Visa Requirements

Qualifying Passport: 
Issued by countries of 
territories exempt from 

short-stay visas. 

Contract or Proof of 
Ownership:

Employment contract  - As 
contractor or Employee / 
Owners - prove you are a 

partner or owner of 
company  

Employees Employment 
Certification:  

In Spanish or English, from  
one or more foreign 

company, stating you work 
remotely.

Entrepreneurs Option: 
Submit a motivational letter 

explaining your 
entrepreneurship project and 

the financial and human 
resources you have or hope to 

have for your project.

 for online application.

Bank Statements: 
Must show income equivalent 
to a minimum of 3 x Current 
Minimum Monthly Wages: 

750 USD Aprx
3,000,000 COP +

Health Insurance Policy: 
Coverage in Colombia  against 

all risks in case of accident, 
illness, maternity, disability, 
hospitalization, death or 
repatriation, for the time 
foreseen for stay in the 

country.

Picture for your Visa:
Digital passport style face photo for online application with a white 
background. May be taken with a cell phone camara.  Avoid heavy 
shadows, no white shirt, no hat, no ear rings, and no glasses.

Important Visa Notes:
Issue Time of Visa: This visa may be issued for up to two (2) years. Time in Country: Period of 
stay does not exceed 90 days and extends up to a maximum of 180 continuous or discontinuous 
in the calendar year. Beneficiaries: Request is allowed for beneficiaries of the visa holder. 
Restrictions: This visa does not allow you to work or develop paid activity  with a company or 
persons domiciled in the national territory.
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Digital Nomads Details: Who qualifies: remote workers and digital entrepreneurs of 
nationalities do not require a short-stay visa qualify for this visa established by 2022 Visa 
Resolution. Income: provided that their stay in the country does not generate payments 
from Colombian companies. Income must be from a foreign source.
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